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Dear NRC Secretary,

Re: PRM-73-12, in support of Committee to Bridge the Gap's proposals, I
would like to add the following information to the record to convey the
urgency of addressing the imminent terrorist threat to nuclear reactors
and irradiated nuclear fuel storage in the U.S. Recently retired U.S.
Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) official Michael Scheuer published the
book "Imperial Hubris" in 2004. In the book, as well as on a recent
episode of CBS's *60 Minutes" television program, Scheuer revealed that
Al Qaeda leader Osama bin Laden had sought, and received, a "fatwa" in
May, 2003 for a "nuclear attack" against the United States. A "fatwa" is
an Islamic religious decree. Bin Laden turned to a Saudi Arabian
religious cleric who sympathized with his terrorism for permission to
launch a "nuclear attack" against the U.S. The cleric obliged, and in a
written decree, "justified" a nuclear attack against the U.S., and
"justified" the large number of deaths and injuries that could result.
Thus, Bin Laden now has the "religious permission" he sought for a
nuclear attack against the U.S. Scheuer, formerly the point man at CIA
for tracking Bin Laden, explained that Bin Laden would not seek such a
"fatwa" unless he actually intended to use it, to carry out the threat
of a "nuclear attack." Scheuer could not say what form such a "nuclear
attack" might take, whether an attack using an actual nuclear weapon, or
a "dirty bomb" (radiological) attack. Of course, the largest potential
"dirty bombs" to be had are operating nuclear power plants (with around
15 billion curies worth of radioactivity in their reactor core), as well
as on-site irradiated nuclear fuel storage, whether in indoor water
pools (tens of millions of curies of radioactivity per pool) or outdoor
dry casks (tens to hundreds of thousands or even millions of curies per
cask or closely spaced clumping of casks). As Dr. Gordon Thompson has
pointed out in a report advocating "robust storage" of irradiated
nuclear fuel as a precaution against catastrophic radiation release due
to terrorist attack, terrorists might even use a nuclear weapon against
a nuclear power plant to maximize the radioactivity released. Dr.
Thompson's report, included in a separate petition for rulemaking before
the NRC, proposes emptying densely packed irradiated nuclear fuel
storage pools into substantially fortified and bunkered dry casks that
are dispersed adequately so that even a 1 0 kiloton nuclear weapon would
release only a fraction of the total potential radioactivity stored at a
reactor site. As Committee to Bridge the Gap's petition for rulemaking
clearly documented by citing the 9/11 Commission Report, the Al Qaeda
9/11 attack leader, Mohammed Atta, who piloted and crashed the first
hijacked jetliner into the World Trade Center, had advocated for
attacking a nuclear power plant along the Hudson River Valley, a nuclear
power plant which he had scouted previously from the air during training
flights - presumably the Indian Point nuclear power plant, which he
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actually flew over on the morning of September 1 1, 2001 on his way to
the World Trade Center. Therefore it is not only possible, but very
likely, that the nuclear attack" for which Osama bin Laden sought and
obtained "religious permission" to launch against the U.S. could take
the form of an attack on a nuclear power plant, threatening a
catastrophic release of radioactivity. For this reason, because we are
living on borrowed time, I urge NRC in the strongest possible terms to
adopt the Committee to Bridge the Gap's proposals in PRM-73-12.

Sincerely,

Kevin Kamps

Nuclear Waste Specialist

Nuclear Information and Resource Service

1424 16th Street, N.W., Suite 404

Washington, D.C. 20036

(and Board Member, Don't Waste Michigan)
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